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The Ofﬂine.Exchange allows users to send,
receive, swap, and trade Crypto without the
need for an internet connection. Status,
location, and internet connectivity charges will
no longer be an issue with Ofﬂine.Exchange .

• No Internet: The goal of launching this crypto project - Offline.Exchange - is to aid in
the expansion of blockchain use. This platform operates in the offline mode, as the
name indicates. This implies that you don't need any kind of internet connection to
conduct your crypto transactions. It is simple to use, quick, and efficient.Because you
would not be utilizing an internet connection for your transactions, you will not have to
worry about the status, location, or internet connectivity costs. This also allows billions of
mobile phones to connect to it.
• Cutting-edge, inventive, and commanding: You will initially be given a virtual phone
number that reflects your crypto wallet. So, if you pay crypto to someone's virtual phone
number, it will be deposited immediately into his account.
• Easy and fast: This transaction takes no time at all; it is completed instantaneously.
You have two alternatives for completing the purchase. You have the option of sending a
message or calling the IVR SYSTEM. The approach you employ is determined by the
kind of phone you have and your level of extroversion.

How does it works?
When you send cryptocurrency to a phone number, you are sending it to an account.
The transaction is completed promptly, and you have two options: via the IVR system
or by sending a text message.

If the receiver is not enrolled on the platform, the transaction can still be transferred;
in this case, the sender will simply provide the receiver's wallet address rather than
their mobile number. This type of trading will be backed up and carried out using
blockchain technology.

The platform also has no minimum transaction costs between accounts
anywhere in the world. Any transaction between Ofﬂine.Exchange users will be
free of charge, implying that the user is merely sending a standard SMS and the
rest is free. Even if the user is roaming, he can conduct business with any
platform's registered users at the standard roaming SMS charge. If the
transaction is made through a platform wallet, the mining fees are paid to the
cryptocurrency miners who process the transaction and safeguard the network,
with no share of the cost going to the platform.

Features
-

Cloud Phone System : The Cloud-Phone system is a phone service that allows you to get a virtual
phone number or make Calls , Fax, SMS & MMS over the internet.
NFT’S : Enable users to send or mint NFT's through text messages or Web
AutoSwap : The AutoSwap would allow OFFline trader to buy or sell crypto at a speciﬁc price or
better.
- Autobuy : can only be executed at the limit price or lower.
- AutoSell : can only be executed at the limit price or higher.
Remote Access : Enable users to access their accounts through different phone numbers , It works
on IVR and SMS
BroadCast : enable users to broadcast a signed raw transaction through text message .
Virtual Phone Number : Users could use Virtual Phone number as a Wallet to receive Crypto or
making online VOIP calls to any mobile phone using internet.
1 SMS SignUp : Instantly create Crypto wallet without Internet using simple text message .
Swap : The Swap features would allow users to Swap tokens instantly via SMS , CALL , or Online , at
the most recent Market price .

IVR Commands
Press 1 to know your balance , Press 2 for send , Press 3 for history ,Press 4 to
change the pin ,Press 5 to hear again ,Press # in the end.
Hear Balance : ethereum press 1 ,press 2 for OFFLINE , press 3 for USD-T , press 4
for OFFLINE Bep-20, press 5 for Binance U-S-D, press 6 for B-N-B BEP-20 back
menu press 0 ,Press # in the end.
Send by call : Press 1 to send Ethereum, press 2 to send OFFLINE , press 3 to send
U-S-D-T , press 4 to send Trust BEP 20 , press 5 to send Binance U-S-D, press 6 to
send B-N-B BEP20 .

SMS Commands
Hi

: Commands List

Signup : signup < firstname > < pin > < password >

Send

: Send ETH 0.01111 < receiver address > "Pin" "G2FA"

History : Last 3 recent transactions

Address : ERC20 & BEP20 Wallet

Balance : Balance alh "Pin" "G2FA" | balance eth "Pin" "G2FA"

Balances : balances "Pin" "G2FA"

Swap

: Swap "BNB" "BUSD" "Quantity" "Address" "Pin" "G2FA"

AutoSwap : Order < Buy/Sell > < Token From > < Token To > < Quantity > < Limit price > < pin > < G2FA >

BackUp : Secret "Pin" "G2FA" "PASSWORD"

Remote : Remote “Your phone Number” - Any command

HardWare
Our team is also creating a new hardware wallet that is able
to send Cryptocurrencies ofﬂine. The HardWare will be
exceptional from all the hardwares in the market.
It will contain a USB , Wi-Fi and a GSM module (NO LCD
SCREEN).
- The GSM module will help to send text messages to
the OFFLINE number through AT-Commands …
- WiFi / USB : Users can connect to the hardware
through WiFi access point , or USB port .
The device will be capable of:
- Creating a Crypto wallet Ofﬂine and storing private keys on it
- Signing ofﬂine Raw transactions
- BroadCast : will enable users to broadcast a signed raw transaction through text
message .
- AutoSwap : will allow for setting Buy/Sell order via SMS.
- Swap : Allow trader to buy or sell crypto at the most recent Market price .
- Sending & Receiving SMS / MMS

OFF Lines
+1 573 OFF-LINE
+1 573 633-5463

USA + INTERNATIONAL

+61 485 865 658

AUSTRALIA + INTERNATIONAL

+44 7830 341342

UK + INTERNATIONAL

Contract

Binance Smart Chain
0x837086540af27aa0a51b64873fbc379
20500ed43
Decimal: 18
Symbol: OFF

Tokenomics

Supply : 180M

Burned : 90M

Total/Max Supply : 90M

55 M

35 M

Community & AirDrop

Project Development

-

-

Public : 95%
AirDrop : 5%

Marketing: 20%
Platform & Hardware: 80%
Pool Locked : +15M

5 Different ways to control your crypto wallet .
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Links

LP Locked :
https://www.team.ﬁnance/view-coin/0x837086540aF27AA0a51b64873Fbc37920500Ed43?name=
OFFLINE&symbol=OFF
Half Supply Burned :
2/2
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xe5b7be6e92d079948ab8741f03c3d7fa3222623ea9bf43e9c77df5ea779f
37ec
1/2
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x1b2b1e972d973c66f3100cfb71490da11692dfd9257c261a81a78471893
6031e

